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Cell migration through extracellular matrices is critical to many physiological processes,
such as tissue development, immunological response and cancer metastasis. Previous
models including persistent random walk (PRW) and Lévy walk only explain the migratory
dynamics of some cell types in a homogeneous environment. Recently, it was discovered
that the intracellular actin flow can robustly ensure a universal coupling between cell
migratory speed and persistence for a variety of cell types migrating in the in vitro assays
and live tissues. However, effects of the correlation between speed and persistence on the
macroscopic cell migration dynamics and patterns in complex environments are largely
unknown. In this study, we developed aMonte Carlo randomwalk simulation to investigate
the motility, the search ability and the search efficiency of a cell moving in both
homogeneous and porous environments. The cell is simplified as a dimensionless
particle, moving according to PRW, Lévy walk, random walk with linear speed-
persistence correlation (linear RWSP) and random walk with nonlinear speed-
persistence correlation (nonlinear RWSP). The coarse-grained analysis showed that the
nonlinear RWSP achieved the largest motility in both homogeneous and porous
environments. When a particle searches for targets, the nonlinear coupling of speed
and persistence improves the search ability (i.e. findmore targets in a fixed time period), but
sacrifices the search efficiency (i.e. find less targets per unit distance). Moreover, both the
convex and concave pores restrict particle motion, especially for the nonlinear RWSP and
Lévy walk. Overall, our results demonstrate that the nonlinear correlation of speed and
persistence has the potential to enhance the motility and searching properties in complex
environments, and could serve as a starting point for more detailed studies of active
particles in biological, engineering and social science fields.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Eukaryotic cell migration is a crucial process for the normal development andmaintenance of organs
and tissues. In a wide range of human diseases, such as tumor metastasis, immunological responses
and wound healing, cell migration is activated and plays a key role [1–3]. For example, the migratory
trajectories and patterns of malignant tumor cells influence the distribution of the secondary tumor,
leading to the organotropism phenomenon [4]. Therefore, understanding the cell migration
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dynamics and patterns could provide valuable insights about the
physiological functions and disease stages.

To access the migration dynamics, cell migrating trajectories
in the in vitromatrices and live tissues are recorded using live-cell
imaging or multi-photon microscopy [5,6]. Early works extracted
cell speed v and persistence τ (i.e. the time duration of a straight
motion between two switches of directions) from fits of the mean
squared displacements (MSDs, x(t)2) using a persistent random
walk (PRW) model [6–10]. Specifically, in the PRW model, the
MSD follows 2nD(t − τp(1 − e−t/τp )), where n is the dimension of
the system, D is the diffusion coefficient, and τp is the mean
persistence. The PRW model has been widely applied to describe
the motion of fibroblasts, epithelial cells and endothelial cells in
the 2D and 3D matrices [6–10]. Recent studies showed that the
key assumptions made in the PRW model, such as the
exponential distribution of persistence, do not hold for all cell
types [11–15]. For example, Harris et al. [11] showed that the
CD8+ T cells in the brain can migrate for really long distances to
target rare pathogens. Metastasizing tumor cells moving along
linear fibers or in vitro channels acquire superdiffusive motion at
long times (< x(t)2 > ∼ tα, α> 1) [12]. These types of cell
migratory motions are better explained by the Lévy walk
dynamics rather than the PRW, where the persistence follows
a heavy-tailed and power-law distribution (p(tp) ∼ t−μp ), and μ is
the Lévy exponent (1< μ< 3).

However, after recording and analyzing trajectories of more
cell types, results suggested the PRW and Lévy walk are not
general rules for cell migration. For example, Wu et al. [13]
showed that the profiles of the moving speed and direction can be
anisotropic and self-correlated for fibrosarcoma cells migrating in
2D and 3D collagen-based matrices. Based on a vast amount of
migrating trajectories of many cells in various environments
collected in the First World Cell Race [16], Maiuri et al. [17]
for the first time proposed a universal governing mechanism of
cell migration. Specifically, they observed that there is a general
trend that faster cells migrate more straight than slower cells,
because a large migratory speed leads to the increasing of actin
flows and the asymmetry of the concentration profile of polarity
cues. Thereby, the cell polarization is stabilized and cell
persistence is consequently increased at a large migrating
speed. As the actin flow represents a very conserved aspect of
cell locomotion, the coupling between cell speed and persistence
exists over most cell types migrating via both mesenchymal mode
(strong cell-matrix adhesion and elongated cell morphology) and
ameboid mode (minimal cell-matrix adhesion and rounded cell
morphology). As of yet, the molecular mechanisms that regulate
the retrograde actin flows and generate forces to drive the
migration have been studied extensively [17–19]. However,
effects of the universal coupling between speed and persistence
on the macroscopic movement patterns and its functional
advantages are still largely unknown.

Moreover, the in vivo extracellular microenvironment
contains confining pores and channel-like tracks such as the
interstitial space between muscle and nerve fibers and the
vasculature in the organs [3,20]. These environmental
topographies significantly alter cell motility and the optimal
moving and searching strategies [14,21–23]. For example,

Volpe et al. [24] studied the Lévy walks in the porous media
through a Monte Carlo simulation. They found that the concave
porous structure alters the optimal moving strategy toward less
ballistic and more Brownian strategies. Wondergem et al. [25]
measured the trajectories of cells migrating among
asymmetrically placed micropillars, and showed that a directed
topotactic drift can be generated by the pillar field. Schakenraad
et al. [26] further used a PRW model with reflected obstacle
boundaries to illustrate how the large-scale topotaxis emerges in
the pillar field. Thus, we hypothesize that cells migrating with
correlated speed and persistence is also influenced by the
environmental topographies. And whether there is an optimal
moving strategy among PRW, Lévy walk and random walks with
correlated speed and persistence that achieves large cell motility
in different environments needs to be further investigated.

To explore the cell locomotion behaviors in complex
environmental topographies, in this study we developed a
Monte Carlo random walk model to describe four types of
migratory strategies, including the PRW, Lévy walk, random
walk with linearly correlated speed and persistence (linear
RWSP), and random walk with nonlinearly correlated speed
and persistence (nonlinear RWSP). In particular, the cell is
simplified as a dimensionless particle moving and performing
a blind search in a homogeneous environment, in concave and
convex porous environments, respectively. The particle motility,
the ability and efficiency of searching for targets influenced by the
environmental topographies are calculated. We showed that Lévy
walk and nonlinear RWSP maintain the superdiffusive motion at
long times, while PRW and linear RWSP lead to the normal
diffusion (α � 1). The superdiffusive motion of Lévy walk and
diffusive motion of PRW have also been observed in previous
studies [27,28]. The searching ability (i.e. the number of targets
found in a fixed time period) is increased due to the correlation
between speed and persistence, but the efficiency (i.e. the number
of targets found per unit distance) does not. Moreover, in the
porous media, the environmental boundaries and barriers restrict
particle movement and could generate the subdiffusive motion
(α< 1). And the searching ability and efficiency are influenced by
the target density, the sizes and types of pores as well as the
migratory strategies. Overall, in this study, we for the first time
quantitatively studied how the correlation between speed and
persistence influences the macroscopic cell migration dynamics.
We provided a comprehensive comparison among four moving
strategies in the homogenous and porous environments, which
could help gain insights about functions of immune cells and
metastasis cells inside complex in vivo environments.

2 METHODS

2.1 The Model
We developed aMonte Carlo based simulation pipeline to describe a
cell, which is simplified as a dimensionless particle, moving in a 2D
space according to the four strategies, PRW, Lévy walk, linear RWSP
and nonlinear RWSP. The coarse grained model ignores the
complicated intracellular dynamics, the driving force of the
migration as well as the chemotaxis behavior. It only considers
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core governing physics of a random walker to reduce the
computational cost, such that the macroscopic cell motility and
patterns over a long time period can be studied based on the model.

Specifically, the 2D random motion of the particle can be
described as

d
dt

x(t) � vi cos θi, (1)

d
dt

y(t) � vi sin θi, (2)

where (x(t), y(t)) is the particle position, vi and θi are the
magnitude and the direction of the particle velocity during ith
time interval (also ith straight motion), where i � 0, 1, 2, . . .

(Figure 1B). vi follows an exponential distribution of mean vp
i.e. (p(v) � 1/vpev/vp ). θi is uniformly distributed in [0, 2π] in the
homogeneous environment. In the porous media, θi is influenced
by the interaction between the particle and the walls, which is
modeled using boundary conditions described in previous studies
[24,29]. The time duration of a straight motion i, which is referred
to as the persistence τi, follows different distributions for PRW,
Lévy walk, linear RWSP and nonlinear RWSP. In the PRW,
persistence τ0, τ1, τ2, . . . are drawn from an exponential
distribution of mean τp i.e. (p(τ) � 1/τpeτ/τp ). In the Lévy
walk, the persistence follows a Lévy distribution with Lévy
exponent μ (1< μ< 3). The two limits μ→ 1 and μ � 3
correspond to ballistic and Brownian motions. To draw a
random number from a Lévy distribution, calculation steps in
a previous study [30] are applied. Briefly, τi is calculated
as τi � sin((μ − 1)X)/(cosX)1/(μ−1)(cos((2 − μ)X)/Y)(2−μ)/(μ−1),
where X is a random variable uniformly distributed in
[−π/2, π/2], and Y is drawn from a unit exponential
distribution. In the linear and nonlinear RWSP, the
persistence is correlated to the moving speed. From the
experimental measurements (Figure 1C) [17], the relationship
between persistence and speed can be linear or exponential. Thus,
in the linear RWSP, let τi � Avi. And in the nonlinear RWSP,
τi � eAvi , where A is a model parameter.

The Monte Carlo simulation pipeline is shown in Figure 2. At
the beginning of a straight motion, the particle speed, persistence
and moving direction are chosen. In the following each time step
dt (i.e. dt � 0.001 s in this study), the particle moves vdt distance
along θ direction. When the particle encounters environmental
boundaries, which is modeled as reflected walls, it changes
moving direction according to θnew � π + 2β − θ, where
β � arctan(yc − yi/xc − xi), (xc, yc) is the center of the
curvature of the boundary, (xi, yi) is the position where the
particle encounters the boundary (Figure 3).

2.2 Quantification of the Dynamics
The cell migration dynamics is characterized by its motility, and
its ability and efficiency to reach a targeting position or to find a
target such as a pathogen. The motility is mainly described by the

FIGURE 1 | The correlation between migratory speed v and persistence τ is a universal phenomenon existing in the cell migration. (A), Schematics of the cell
migration. The correlation between speed and persistence is caused by the intracellular actin flow reinforcing the cell polarity. (B), Schematics of a cell trajectory, which
consists a series of straight motions. The time duration of a straight motion i is referred to as persistence τ i , and the migration speed is vi and direction is θi . (C),
Experimentally measured migration speed and persistence of Retinal pigment epithelial cells (Rpe1) (mesenchymal migration model) and bone marrow-derived
mice dendritic cells (BMDC) (ameboid migration mode) on a 2D surface, and myeloid cells in vivo. Data points are extracted from Figure 1 in reference [17]. For Rpe1 and
BMDC cells, the migration speed and persistence are exponentially correlated (τ∝ eλv). For myeloid cells, the persistence increases linearly over the speed (τ∝ v).

FIGURE 2 | The pipeline of the Monte Carlo simulation of a particle
performing PRW, Lévy walk, linear RWSP and nonlinear RWSP. T is the total
simulation time. t is the current simulation time. t’ is the time the particle has
moved along a straight line. dt is the time step of the simulation (i.e.
dt � 0.001 s in this study).
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MSDs and the distributions over time. The MSDs are calculated

as < x(t)2 > � ∑np
j�1

[xj(t) − xj(0)]2, where np is the number of

particles simulated (i.e. np � 10000 in this study), xj(t) is the
position of particle j at time t. The MSD curves can be
approximated by < x(t)2 > � 4Dαtα [31], where the motion is
superdiffusive when α> 1, diffusive when α � 1, and subdiffusive
when α< 1. Dα is the equivalent diffusion coefficient. In the
homogeneous space, the particle motion and its distribution
are isotropic. For simplicity, the 1D particle distribution along
the center line of the 2D homogeneous space is compared with a
Gaussian distribution. The Jensen Shannon divergence (JSD) is
used to quantitatively describe the difference between the particle
distribution and a Gaussian distribution, which is defined as [32].

JSD � 1
2
(∫

p(x)log p(x)
G(x) dx + ∫

G(x)logG(x)
p(x) dx), (3)

Where p(x) is the particle distribution, and G(x) is a Gaussian
distribution. When the particle distribution is similar to a
Gaussian distribution, JSD is close to 0.

To quantify the ability and efficiency for a cell to reach targeting
positions or to find targets, the average numbers of targets found in a
fixed time period and per unit migratory distance are calculated.
Specifically, targets with density ρ are uniformly distributed in the
2D space where the particle can access. When the distance between
the target and the particle is less than rs � 3 in normalized units
(n.u.), the target is assumed to be found by the particle. Finding a
target does not influence the moving direction and duration of the

particle. The targets are dimensionless and scarce i.e. with density
(ρ≪ r−2s ). The targets are non-regenerative which means that a
target will disappear once it is found by the particle. For example, a
pathogen is a non-regenerative target because it will be cleaned up by
the immune T cell once it is found by the cell. In the study, 〈Nh〉 in
the homogeneous environment and 〈Np〉 in the porous media are
the mean target numbers found in 150 s. The larger 〈Nh〉 and 〈Np〉
are, the greater ability for the particle to find more targets. 〈ηh〉 and
〈ηp〉 are the mean target numbers found per unit distance in the
homogeneous and porous environments. For example, 〈ηh〉 are

calculated as 〈ηh〉 � 1/np ∑np
k�1

Nhk/Lk, where np is the particle

number (np � 10000), Nhk is the number of targets found by
particle k in 150 s, and Lk is the distance particle k moves in
150 s. When the energy a cell takes to move for a unit distance is
maintained as constant, 〈ηh〉 and 〈ηp〉 can be used to represent the

efficiency of searching for targets (i.e. howmany targets can be found
by consuming the same amount of energy).

2.3 Simulation Method and Model
Parameters
In the simulation, a 1000 × 1000 pixels2 space with period
boundaries are used. The total simulation time is set as 150 s.
The time step is set as dt � 0.001. Particle speed follows an
exponential distribution with mean speed vp � 0.5 pixels/s if
not specified. For the PRW, the moving persistence follows an
exponential distribution with mean value τp � 1.0 s. Lévy
exponent is chosen as μ � 2 if not specified. For the linear
RWSP, we set τ � v. And for the nonlinear RWSP, let τ � ev if
not specified. Trajectories of np � 10000 particles are calculated.

To generate a porous environment, Npores circular pores are
randomly and uniformly distributed in the 2D space. For the
concave porous medium, the particle moves inside the circular
pores. For the convex porous medium, the particle moves outside
the circular pores. The radius of circular pores follows a Gaussian
distribution withmean rp and standard deviation σP, listed inTable 1.
The boundaries of the circular pores are reflective. To avoid the particle
being trapped inside the isolated pores in the concave porousmedium,
a large number of pores (a large Npores) is applied to ensure pores are
connected, especially when the pore radius is small. For the convex
porous medium, to avoid the particle being trapped between several
circular pores (obstacles), a smallNPores is used such that the accessible
areas to the particle are connected, especially when rP is large. Note
that, because the surrounding boundaries of the square space is period,
the accessible area to the particle is always infinite. In addition, the
target density is calculated as ρ � total number of targets /
area accessible to the particle.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Dynamics in a Homogeneous
Environment
In a homogeneous environment, the directional preference is
isotropic and the speed follows an exponentially decaying

TABLE 1 | Parameters of the circular pores of the concave and convex porous
medium.Npores is the number of circular pores. rP is the average radius, and σP
is the standard deviation of the pore radius. Units of rP and σP are pixels.

Concave Convex

Environment Npores rP σP Environment Npores rP σP

1 35 120 20 1 20 120 20
2 70 90 15 2 30 90 15
3 140 60 10 3 50 60 10
4 280 30 5 4 100 30 5
5 500 15 2.5 5 200 15 2.5

FIGURE 3 | Schematics of the particle changing moving direction from θ

to θnew at the boundary.
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probability distribution. As expected, the power-law distribution
of the persistence in the Lévy walk (μ � 2 if not specified) leads to
long straight movements and slowly decaying distribution of
persistent length vτ. The nonlinear correlation of speed and
persistence (τ � ev if not specified) also generates long straight
motions and the tail of its distribution decays slower than the
Lévy walk. This happens because a particle can move slowly for a
long persistence and eventually acquire a small persistent length
in the Lévy walk. But a long persistence always corresponds to a
large speed in the nonlinear RWSP. In addition, PRW and linear
RWSP (τ � v if not specified) switch moving directions
frequently, and have shorter straight motions (Figures 4A,D).
Therefore, though all the moving strategies show superdiffusive
motion at short times (e.g. t < 5 s), only the Lévy walk [28] and the
nonlinear RWSP can maintain the superdiffusion at long times.
PRW [27] and linear RWSP perform diffusive motion at long

times. Among the four migrating strategies, the particle has the
largest motility moving with nonlinear RWSP, as the MSD curve
increases significantly faster than the others (Figure 4B). Particle
distributions (also the displacement probability distributions) at
the center line of the 2D space suggest that tails of the Lévy walk
and the nonlinear RWSP decay slower than Gaussian
distributions (Figure 4C). The divergence of the particle
distribution from a Gaussian distribution is quantitatively
characterized using the relative entropy (i.e. by calculating the
Jensen Shannon divergence over time) (Figure 4E). These results
show that PRW and linear RWSP become more Brownian-like at
long times, while Lévy walk and nonlinear RWSP are anomalous.

What is the best moving strategy for a cell to search for
randomly located pathogens or to reach targeting tissue spots? It
is long believed that Lévy walk reduces oversampling and is more
efficient in finding targets than PRW when targets are sparse

FIGURE 5 | The search ability 〈Nh〉 and efficiency 〈ηh〉 of a particle influenced by the moving strategies in the homogeneous environment. (A), Schematic
illustration of a particle searching for targets. When the distance between the target and the particle is less than rs � 3 in normalized units (n.u.), the target is assumed to
be found by the particle. (B), The number of targets found by the particle 〈Nh〉 over the target density ρ in the homogeneous space. (C), The search efficiency 〈ηh〉 over
the target density ρ. The search efficiencies of PRW, linear RWSP and nonlinear RWSP overlaps.

FIGURE 4 | Particle motility influenced by the moving strategies in a homogeneous environment. (A), Distributions of persistent length (vτ) of PRW, Lévy walk,
linear RWSP (τ � v) and nonlinear RWSP (τ � ev), whose tails can be well-approximated by a power law. (B), Mean square displacements (MSDs) over time. (C),
Particle distributions at t � 32 s. Dots represent the particle distributions. Solid lines represent Gaussian distributions. (D), Example trajectories. (E) Jensen Shannon
divergence (JSD) over time, which indicates the difference between the particle distribution and a Gaussian distribution.
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[33,34]. But whether the correlation between speed and
persistence can further improve searching for targets is not
known. Thus, we compared the ability and efficiency of
searching for targets among PRW, Lévy walk, linear RWSP
and nonlinear RWSP (Figure 5A). The search ability is
represented by the average number of targets found by the
particle in a fixed time period, denoted as 〈Nh〉. The larger
〈Nh〉 is, the more targets that the particle is able to find. The
search efficiency is the average number of targets found per unit
distance, denoted as 〈ηh〉. If the energy that a cell consumes to
migrate for a unit distance remains as constant, 〈ηh〉 indicates the
energy efficiency of finding targets. Figure 5B shows that a
particle moving according to the nonlinear RWSP has the
greatest ability of finding targets over a wide range of target
densities. The search ability of the linear RWSP is also larger than
the Lévy walk. PRW finds the smallest number of targets in a fixed
time. The results agree with the fact that the nonlinear RWSP

achieves many long straight motions and have the largest
motility, as shown in Figure 4. However, interestingly, we
found that the search efficiency of the nonlinear RWSP is
lower than the Lévy walk. In fact, the search efficiency of the
nonlinear and linear RWSP are similar to the PRW (Figure 5C).
In other words, the nonlinear RWSP scarifies the energy
efficiency to find more targets in a fixed time period. The
large motility and search ability of the nonlinear RWSP is due
to both the increasing of the average moving speed and the nature
of the movements. Specifically, at the beginning of a straight
motion, the moving speeds of both the Lévy walk and the
nonlinear RWSP are sampled from the same exponential
distribution (p(v) � v−1p ev/vp ), vp � 0.5 in Figures 4, 5.
However, because a fast-moving particle tends to maintain the
large speed for a long time in nonlinear RWSP, the average
moving speed in a fixed time period (say 100 s) of the nonlinear
RWSP is larger than the Lévy walk (Supplementary Table S1 in

FIGURE6 | The influence ofmodel parameters of Lévy walk and nonlinear RWSP on the particle motility, searching ability and efficiency in a homogeneousmedium.
For a particle performing the Lévy walk, (A), the MSD, (B), the search efficiency 〈ηp〉, (C), the searching ability 〈Np〉 influenced by the Lévy exponent μ. For a particle
performing the nonlinear RWSP, (D), the MSD, (E), the search efficiency 〈ηp〉, and (F), the searching ability 〈Np〉 influenced by the coefficient A in the speed-persistence
relationship τ � eAv. The target density ρ in (B, C, E) and (F) is 1.5.(n.u.).

FIGURE 7 | Particle mobility influenced by themoving strategies in a concave porous environment. (A), Example trajectories of Lévy walk, PRW, linear RWSP (τ � v)
and nonlinear RWSP (τ � ev ). Gray areas are inside the pores and accessible to the particle. White areas are inaccessible. Black lines are the particle trajectories. (B), The
distribution of persistent length, whose tails are well-approximated by power laws with cutoff at large persistent lengths. (C), Mean square displacements (MSDs)
over time.
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the supplementary materials). When the average moving speeds
of the Lévy walk and the nonlinear RWSP are similar, the
motility, search ability and efficiency of the particle are further
compared (Supplementary Figure S1 in the supplementary
materials). In particular, the average speed of the Lévy walk
with vp � 2.0 (vp � 3.0) is similar to the average speed of the
nonlinear RWSP with vp � 0.7 (vP � 2.0) in 100 s. But for these
four cases, the MSD of the nonlinear RWSP still increases faster
than the Lévy walk and the search ability is larger. And the search
efficiency of the nonlinear RWSP is smaller than the Lévy walk
(Supplementary Figure S1).

As suggested by the experimental results in Figure 1C, the
coefficient A in the speed-persistence relationship τ � eAv

varies over different cell types and environmental matrices.
And in the Lévy walk, the Lévy exponent μ can take values
between 1 and 3. To better understand the influence of the
coefficient A and the Lévy exponent μ on the moving
dynamics, the MSD, searching ability and efficiency over
different values of A and μ are calculated and compared
(Figure 6). The motility (MSD), searching ability 〈Np〉 and
searching efficiency 〈ηp〉 increase when μ decreases or
A increases. Overall, the MSD and the searching ability
〈Np〉 of the nonlinear RWSP is significantly larger than the
Lévy walk. The searching efficiency 〈ηp〉 of the Lévy walk is
large when μ is closer to 1 (the motion is close to ballistic). 〈ηp〉
of the Lévy walk decreases rapidly to a level lower than 〈ηp〉 of
the nonlinear RWSP when μ becomes closer to 3 (the motion
becomes Brownian-like). The searching efficiency of the

nonlinear RWSP is less influenced by the coefficient A
(Figure 6).

3.2 Dynamics in a Concave Porous
Environment
To understand how the complexity of the environment influences
the motility, the search ability and the search efficiency of a
particle moving with different strategies, we then consider a
particle in a heterogeneous topography. Specifically, the 2D
space is now a concave porous medium composed of
uniformly distributed circular interconnected pores with mean
radius rp and standard deviation σp, where rp ≫ rs. The
characteristic size of a cluster of pores is much larger than
the displacement of the particle during the total simulation
time. Trajectories of the particle moving with PRW, Lévy
walk, linear RWSP and nonlinear RWSP are shown in
Figure 7A. Though really long straight movements are
interrupted by the reflections at the porous boundaries,
average lengths of a straight motion (i.e. the persistent
length) of the Lévy walk and the nonlinear RWSP are still
larger than the PRW and the linear RWSP (Figure 6B). As a
result, the motility, characterized by the MSDs, of the
nonlinear RWSP and Lévy walk are large (Figure 7C). In
addition, due to the confinement of the pores, distributions of
the persistent length have cutoff at large values, especially for
Lévy walk and nonlinear RWSP. And the particle moving
with the four strategies performs superdiffusive motion at

FIGURE 8 | The search ability and efficiency of a particle influenced by different moving strategies in the concave porous environments. (A), Example trajectories of
Lévy walk, PRW, linear RWSP (τ � v) and nonlinear RWSP (τ � ev) in the concave porous media with different pore sizes. S represents small pore size (rp � 30 pixels,
σp � 5 pixels), M represents intermediate pore size (rp � 60 pixels, σp � 10 pixels), and L represents large pore size (rp � 90 pixels, σp � 15 pixels). Light gray areas are
accessible to the particle and white areas are inaccessible. Gray dots are the targets, and red dots are the targets found by the particle. Dark gray lines are particle
trajectories. (B), The search ability 〈Np〉 and efficiency 〈ηp〉 over target densities ρ influenced by the pore sizes. Dynamics in a convex porous environment.
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short time and diffusive motion at long times. Overall, the
concave porous topographies have smaller influence on the
PRW and linear RWSP compared with the homogeneous
conditions, but restrict the motions of the Lévy walk and the
nonlinear RWSP. Moreover, due to the confinement of the
pores, Lévy walk with μ< 1.6 and nonlinear RWSP with
A> 2.0 are less influenced by the parameters μ and A. The
motility and search ability of the nonlinear RWSP are still
larger than the Lévy walk. And the search efficiency of the
Lévy walk with μ close to 1 is the largest (Supplementary
Figure S2 in the supplementary materials).

Next, we investigated the search ability and efficiency of a
particle influenced by the concave porous topographies.

Specifically, numbers of targets found by the particle in 150 s
and per unit distance are calculated over different pore sizes and
target densities. Figure 8A shows the representative trajectories
of the particles in small-size, intermediate-size and large-size
porous media. As expected, the confinement is significant when
the pore size is small for the Lévy walk and nonlinear RWSP.
Therefore, the searching ability 〈Np〉 decreases over the pore size
(Figure 8B). The decreasing of the search ability over the pore
size is consistent among the four moving strategies. In particular,
while linear and nonlinear RWSP can still maintain a relatively
large search ability within large connected pores, the search
ability of all the four strategies decreases to a similar level
when the average pore radius is only 15 pixels. For the search

FIGURE 9 | Particle motility influenced by the moving strategies in a convex porous environment. (A), Example trajectories of Lévy walk, PRW, linear RWSP and
nonlinear RWSP reflected by the circular obstacles. (B), The distribution of the persistent length, whose tails are approximated by power laws with cutoff at large values.
(C), MSD curves over time. The particle motion is superdiffusive at short times and subdiffusive at long times.

FIGURE 10 | The search efficiency of a particle influenced by the moving strategies in the convex porous environments. (A), Examples of a particle moving
according to the Lévy walk, PRW, linear RWSP and nonlinear RWSP in the porous media and searching for targets. S represents small pore size (rp � 30 pixels,
σp � 5 pixels), M represents intermediate pore size (rp � 60 pixels., σp � 10 pixels), and L represents large pore size (rp � 90 pixels, σp � 15 pixels). Light gray areas are
accessible to the particle and white areas are inaccessible. Gray dots are the targets, and red dots are the targets found by the particle. Dark gray lines are particle
trajectories. (B), The search ability and efficiency over the target density ρ influenced by the pore sizes.
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efficiency 〈ηp〉, Lévy walk, PRW and linear RWSP decreases
monotonically over the pore size due to the confinement of the
boundaries. Interestingly, we discovered a small increasing of the
search efficiency within the intermediate-size pores for a particle
moving with the nonlinear RWSP. It indicates that long straight
movements are broken into several short segments by the porous
boundaries, which reduces the search ability but can slightly
improve the efficiency. Effects of the pore size on the search
efficiency of the Lévy walk is the most significant. Thus, though
the search efficiency of the Lévy walk is larger than the other three
strategies in a homogeneous environment and a concave porous
environment with large pore size, the efficiency of the nonlinear
RWSP becomes similar the Lévy walk when the pore size is
intermediate and small. Moreover, both the search ability and
efficiency increase linearly over the target densities. Overall, the
results suggest that the nonlinear RWSP could be an optimal
moving strategy in a concave porous media with intermediate
pore size, as it achieves relatively large search ability and
efficiency.

3.3 Dynamics in a convex porous
environment
Lastly, we considered a porous medium with convex
topographies. In the convex porous environment as shown in
Figure 9A, a particle moves in the white space and is reflected by
the gray circular obstacles, which are randomly and uniformly
distributed in the space. The density of circular obstacles is ρ,
mean radius is rp (rp ≫ rs) and standard deviation is σp. In the
convex porous media, distributions of the persistent length decay
rapidly at the tails, and the motion of the particle becomes
subdiffusive at long times (Figures 9B,C). Particularly, the
increasing of the MSD of the Lévy walk is reduced to a similar
level as the linear RWSP. The subdiffusive motion of the particle
can be caused by the narrow spaces between the circular obstacles
which transiently trap the particle (Figure 9A). In the convex
porous medium, the influence of the Lévy exponent μ and speed-
persistence correlation coefficient A is reduced because long
straight movements are interrupted by the obstacle
boundaries. When μ< 2.0 or A> 1.0, the particle motility and
search ability maintain at a similar level. When μ is close to 1, the
search efficiency of the Lévy walk is the largest (Supplementary
Figure S3 in the supplementary materials).

In the convex porous media, examples of a particle searching
for targets with small, intermediate and large obstacle sizes are
shown in Figure 10A. Because the particle is probable to be
reflected back and forth within the narrow space between several
obstacles, the area that the searcher can cover in a fixed time
period is reduced (Figure 10A). The results show that the size of
pores has a small influence on the searching ability of the particle,
regardless of the moving strategies and the target densities
(Figure 10B). Similar to the dynamics in the homogeneous
and concave porous environments, the nonlinear and linear
RWSP can find relatively larger numbers of targets than the
Lévy walk and PRW. Interestingly, we found that the search
efficiency is the largest when the circular obstacles have the largest
mean radius of 120 pixels for all the four types of moving

strategies (Figure 10B). For the other obstacle sizes (i.e. their
mean radiuses range from 15 pixels to 90 pixels), the search
efficiencies of the Lévy walk and the PRW are not influenced by
the obstacle size. And the search efficiencies for the linear and
nonlinear RWSP slightly decrease when the obstacle size
increases (Figure 10B). The lowest search efficiency in the
intermediate-size porous environment is caused by many
narrow channel-like spaces that trap the particle inside. In
general, influenced by the large-size obstacles, Lévy walk has
the highest search efficiency. And among the intermediate-size
and small-size obstacles, the search efficiencies of the nonlinear
RWSP and Lévy walk are relatively large. In addition, both the
search ability and efficiency increases linearly over the target
densities (Figure 9B). Overall, in the convex topographies, the
nonlinear RWSP also show advantageous properties among the
four moving strategies.

4 DISCUSSION

In this study, we developed a coarse-grained random walk model
to study the dynamics of a cell, which is represented by a
dimensionless particle, moving in the homogeneous and
porous media with correlated speed and persistence. The
motility (i.e. MSDs and distributions), the search ability (i.e.
the number of targets found in a fixed time period) and the
search efficiency (i.e. the number of targets found per unit
distance) are calculated and compared among the four moving
strategies, including the Lévy walk, PRW, linear RWSP and
nonlinear RWSP. We show that when the speed and
persistence are exponentially correlated (nonlinear RWSP), the
motility of the particle is the largest in both homogeneous and
porous environments. Compared with the Lévy walk which is
believed to be an efficient searching method in many studies
[28,33], our results demonstrate that the nonlinear RWSP has a
larger search ability but sacrifices the search efficiency. Moreover,
the concave and convex porous topographies modify the
dynamics of the Lévy walk and nonlinear RWSP significantly
by interrupting long straight movements and transiently trapping
the particles within the narrow pores or channel-like spaces. Our
model and analysis provide fundamental evidences and insights
about how the correlation between cell speed and persistence
improves the cell locomotion behaviors. Our model has the
potential to be further used to understand the influence of
disease-impaired speed and persistence on cell migration.

There were previous models that describe cell migration based
on the changing of cell configuration or the protrusion force,
resistance force and friction experienced by the cell [34–37]. For
example, the cellular potts model considers the adhesion to the
matrix and the resistance to the volume change, and predicts the
migration by minimizing the energy of a particular cell
configuration [34]. Yang et al. includes the protrusion force
generated by the filament network, and modeled the
chemotaxis behavior when the chemoacttractant stimulation
changes the number of filaments and modifies the protrusion
force [35]. To uncover more realistic migratory dynamics and
improve the prediction power and accuracy, the effects of cell
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configuration and the mechanical forces acting on the cell can be
further included in the proposed model.

Several aspects in our model could influence the moving
dynamics of the particle. First, in this work, reflective
boundary conditions of the porous structures are
implemented. Specifically, when the particle reaches the
porous boundaries, it will immediately change the moving
direction and move away from the boundary. This scenario is
discovered in biological and artificial microswimmers such as
Janus particles [38] and elementary robots [39]. The interactions
between a cell and a wall or other repulsive sources can be more
complicated. For example, a cell can migrate along the wall
boundaries instead of migrating away [40]. Sometimes, the cell
can penetrate the wall barriers. For example, the circulating
tumor cells can actively attach to the vessel wall and
extravasate to the surrounding matrix [41]. Therefore, other
physiological-relevant boundary conditions need to be considered
in the future studies, which could potentially influence the optimality
of the random walks with nonlinearly correlated speed and
persistence. Second, in reality, the moving and searching time is
generally finite. Therefore, the particle is allowed to move in the
environment for a finite simulation time in this study. However, it
would be interesting to investigate particle motion in the environment
in the limit of infinite times from a fundamental perspective. Other
important statistics such as the survival probability and first passage
time can be understood accordingly. Lastly, other moving strategies,
such as the intermittent random walk and correlated random walk,
have been observed in biological and ecological systems [42–44]. For
example, in the intermittent random walk, a particle is assumed to
randomly switch between Brownian diffusion and ballistic motion
[42]. Furthermore, a particle can also perform amixture ofmany types
of motions, such as a mixture of Lévy walk, PRW and nonlinear
RWSP. It would also be interesting to further investigate if the
combination of several moving strategies is advantageous in
complex environmental topographies.

The model and results are relevant for all random moving and
searching problems at various length and time scales, such as the

intracellular protein diffusion, bacteria spreading, animal
foraging and human travelling. As suggested by our results
that the correlation between speed and persistence could
potentially improve the motility and searching properties,
these results could inspire studies of the novel migratory
statistics and rules in many other science and engineering fields.
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